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ABSTRACT 

Social Movement Theory (SMT), which came into being during the 1960s, is a 

compact model for analyzing organizations pursuing political objectives.  Using the 

tripartite structure of ideological framing, resource mobilization, and political 

opportunity, academics and practitioners use SMT to analyze everything from civil rights 

groups to religious insurgencies.  However, there is no existing SMT application to the 

“gray zone,” which represents one of the greatest challenges facing the United States 

today.  This thesis reviews the current literature on both the gray zone and SMT, creates 

an SMT analytical model, and then applies the model to case studies on Russia and 

Ukraine.  Under proper analysis, SMT can identify existing sources of tension in a gray 

zone adversary, likely vulnerabilities in a target region, and potential countermeasures for 

senior strategists and commanders.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The concept of a “gray zone” in warfare is not new.  In 1955, Secretary of State 

Henry Kissinger used the term, “Gray Areas,” to describe countries along the Sino-Soviet 

periphery where the US could employ limited means, instead of nuclear weapons, to 

resist and exhaust communist efforts.1  Sixty years later, Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Robert Work, commenting on modern warfare, made the following statement:    

[Adversaries are] increasingly using agents, paramilitaries, deception, 
infiltration, and persistent denial to make those avenues of approach very hard 
to detect, operating in what some people have called ‘The Gray Zone.’  Now, 
that’s the zone in which our ground forces have not traditionally had to 
operate, but one in which they must now become more proficient.2 
 
Today, in the post-nuclear age, the term “gray zone” replaces “gray areas.”  A 

simple definition of a gray zone conflict is one that “falls below NATO’s Article 5 

threshold and below the level of violence necessary to prompt a UN Security Council 

Resolution.”3  From the Pacific Rim to Eastern Europe, the gray zone presents a series of 

thorny challenges for the United States and her allies.   

Countries that use gray zone strategies against the United States, hereafter known as 

“adversaries,” have several common characteristics.  First, they exert political control 

over a clear geographic area, which distinguishes adversaries from terrorist and criminal 

organizations.  Adversaries have important national interests that may conflict with 

international norms and standards.  An adversary may possess regional strength, but is 

                                                 
1 Henry A. Kissinger, "Military Policy and Defense of the "Grey Areas"," Foreign Affairs 33, no. 3 (April 
1955), 422-423.   
2 Deputy Secretary of Defense Robert Work, Speech at the U.S. Army War College Strategy Conference, 
April 8, 2015, available from www.defense.gov/Speeches/Speech.aspx?SpeechID=1930. 
3 Antulio J. Echevarria, Operating in the Gray Zone: An Alternative Paradigm for U.S. Military Strategy 
(Carlisle, PA: US Army War College Press, 2016), 12.  

http://www.defense.gov/Speeches/Speech.aspx?SpeechID=1930
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unwilling or unable to challenge the United States and her allies directly.  To achieve 

their interests in a specific geographic area, adversaries will use a variety of diplomatic, 

information, military, and economic (DIME) methods below levels that would trigger a 

hostile political-military response.  Over time, these methods can neutralize America’s 

strengths and exhaust its political will.  

The gray zone is a topic full of valid questions.  Who is writing about the gray zone 

today?  What are the current themes and schools of thought on gray zone analysis?  How 

does a planner or decision maker identify and counter an adversary?  Finally, does a 

reasonable solution exist for the gray zone problem?   

Social Movement Theory (SMT), an increasingly popular concept for analyzing 

insurgencies, can help illuminate an adversary’s strategic objectives and vulnerabilities.  

SMT’s tripartite approach of ideological framing, resource mobilization, and political 

opportunity is a useful method for a combatant command to understand an adversary’s 

motivations, tendencies, and vulnerabilities.  This paper demonstrates how SMT can 

identify existing sources of tension in an adversary, likely vulnerabilities in a target 

region, and potential countermeasures for senior strategists and commanders.   

This study consists of four chapters.  Chapter 1 reviews existing gray zone authors 

and literature, as well as introduce the Gray Zone SMT model of analysis.  Chapter 2 

discusses Russia, which the United States currently considers its most active and 

dangerous adversary.  Chapter 3 delves in Russian involvement in Ukraine.  Finally, 

Chapter 4 concludes the paper with policy and authority recommendations for senior U.S. 

strategists and leaders.   
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II. LITERATURE AND THEORY DISCUSSION 

The following literature and theory discussion has four main areas.  First, it will 

review the authorship background within the current body of literature.  Next, it will 

describe the four main areas of gray zone literature:  strategy and tactics, conditions, 

talent management and the human domain, and coercion and deterrence concepts.  The 

third area will cover common themes of current gray zone literature, and introduce social 

movement theory.  The chapter will end with the SMT model of gray zone analysis.   

A. Literature Review 

The authors who are writing about the gray zone generally fall into three main 

groups:  academics, practitioners, and online commentators.  Academic writers are 

primarily historians and political scientists.  They tend to teach at military institutions, 

like the Army War College or National Defense University.  Often, gray zone academics 

are former military officers who earned terminal degrees after their service.  This set of 

authors tend to focus on the theoretical aspects of gray zone strategy.  However, because 

of their military experiences, these authors work diligently to link theory and application.  

Academics are professional researchers and writers.  They are the primary authors behind 

the major books and monographs on the gray zone.1   

                                                 
1 The U.S. Army War College in Carlisle, PA, is home to several gray zone academics.  Dr. Antulio 
Echevarria, in Operating in the Gray Zone, takes a hard look at the strategy and tactics.  Dr. Nathan Freier, 
in Outplayed: Regaining Strategic Initiative in the Gray Zone, writes on how the gray zone generates 
paralysis in US policy makers.  Dr. Michael Mazarr, in Mastering the Gray Zone: Understanding a 
Changing Era of Conflict, explains how gray zone strategies shift the initiative to the weaker party.   
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Practitioners form the second set of writers.  These authors, while hailing from 

across the armed services, have a sizable presence in the special operations community.  

Senior commanders and staff officers dominate the practical side of gray zone analysis, 

but younger officers contribute as well.  While practitioners focus on finding effective 

tactical and strategic responses to adversarial actions, they also reflect on the human 

aspects of modern warfare.  Practitioners, especially special operators, are on the front 

lines of the gray zone, and use those experiences to enhance the field of study.  

Unfortunately, operational requirements limit practitioner input to articles in newspapers 

and professional journals.2   

The online community forms the third area of authorship.  A number of military 

strategy websites contribute energy and support to gray zone analysis by sponsoring 

discussion space, publication support, and wider symposiums and conferences.3  While 

websites and blog posts lack academic peer review, they provide an invaluable forum for 

idea and concept development.  The extensive writings in the online community exceed 

the scope of this literature review.  However, many academics and practitioners are active 

                                                 
2 United States Special Operations Command is a noted home for several practitioners.  Admiral (Retired) 
Eric Olsen published articles in The Wall Street Journal and Defense One explaining the gray zone in 
common language for policy makers to understand.  General Joseph Votel, a former SOCOM commander, 
described unconventional warfare and the gray zone in JFQ 80.  Lieutenant General (Retired) Charles 
Cleveland, a former commander of Army Special Operations Command, described how working by, with, 
and through the indigenous population over time can neutralize a gray zone strategist.   
3 The two most popular websites for gray zone discussion are “War on the Rocks” 
(http://www.warontherock.com) and “Small Wars Journal” (https://www.smallwarsjournal.com).  The U.S. 
Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School (USAJFKSWCS) sponsors the “Project Gray” 
website (http://www.projectgray.org).  Both “Project Gray” and “Small Wars Journal” publish academic 
papers on the topic. 

http://www.warontherocks.com/
https://www.smallwarsjournal.com/
http://www.projectgray.org/
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in online forums, so it is important to recognize the community’s influence on gray zone 

research.   

Gray zone authors take several approaches to understanding the topic.  The largest 

body of work focuses on finding strategic and tactical solutions to specific crises.  

Practitioners often explore the conditions that lead to the emergence of both gray zone 

areas and adversarial gray zone strategies.  Practitioners also look internally at their own 

talent management systems to address the complex problem of the gray zone.  Finally, a 

small number of authors use coercion and deterrence theory to explain gray zone 

problems.   

Strategy and tactics writers emphasize plans either to solve existing specific gray 

zone challenges, or to address an emerging adversary.  Military and civilian experts split 

the work on strategic analysis, with a near-perfect reversal on emphasis:  civilians believe 

that the military should lead the effort, while military personnel promote a more whole-

of-government approach.4  Within the realm of tactics, the special operations community 

exerts particular influence, as their modus operandi is to reinforce foreign allies in 

solving their own problems.5   

                                                 
4 Dr. Echevarria, in Operating in the Gray Zone, states a whole-of-government approach is necessary, but 
the military, with its experience with practical planning, should be the planners, leaders, and executors.  Dr. 
Freier, in Outplayed, states DoD should “lead up” in the interagency and develop strategic approaches to 
gray zone adversaries and challenges.  CAPT Phillip Kapusta, in “The Gray Zone,” counters that America 
follows a predictable and overly militarized strategy, thus making it easy for gray zone adversary to 
counter.  Dr. Christopher Lamb, in “Back to Basics on Hybrid Warfare,” uses a Bosnia case study to 
demonstrate how an interagency approach can lead to long-term success against a gray adversary.    
5 General Votel, in “Unconventional War in the Gray Zone,” proposes that unconventional warfare (UW) 
and foreign internal defense (FID) are the best ways to counter a gray zone adversary because they 
strengthen allies and weaken enemies over a long period.  Lieutenant General (Retired) Cleveland, in “The 
Emerging Land Commons and Gray Zone Conflict,” states that success in the gray zone depends on 
partnerships with the indigenous population.   
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The tactical and strategic aspects of the gray zone have several areas that are open 

to additional study.  Within strategy, the works of Echevarria and Kapusta are among the 

strongest in the field.  These authors’ work are a firm foundation for additional strategic 

case study analysis.  Within the tactical set, there is little emphasis on the application of 

diplomacy and economic measures, and there is little documentation of interagency 

activities within gray zone conflict areas.  It does not seem plausible that the Departments 

of State, Treasury, Justice, and others have no relevant examples in their gray zone 

approaches.  This area appears prime for further research and study.   

Practitioners, who pursue solutions to gray zone problems, place special emphasis 

on talent management and the human domain.  Talent management maximizes a unit’s 

capability by finding, training, and employing the right person, to the right mission, at the 

right time.6  Understanding the human domain, in comparison, requires a micro-focus 

study on the populace in a crisis area.7  Complex problems, such as gray zone challenges, 

require high levels of talent, capability, and maturity to provide effective solutions.   

Talent management and the Human Domain present an interesting gray zone focus.  

While talent management is a universal concept, few U.S. government agencies apply it 

to addressing gray zone problems.  Within Special Operations, talent management 

                                                 
6 The Special Operations Community places exceptional emphasis on talent management.  General Votel, 
in Unconventional Warfare in the Gray Zone, describes how the WWII era Jedburgh teams required 
language and cultural proficiency, as well as high levels of maturity, to keeps the partisans focused on the 
Germans and not each other.  Admiral (Retired) William McRaven’s book, Spec Ops, emphasized the 
importance of proper talent in the conduct of special operations missions.  Admiral Olsen’s article title:  
“The New U.S. Military Recruit: ‘A Ph.D Who could win a Bar Fight,’” speaks for itself.   
7 General Votel, in “Operating in the Gray Zone,” states that understanding the grievances that are driving 
instability, identifying and understanding the relevant actors and behaviors, and determining ways to affect 
change are the three aspects of the Human Domain.  In “Back to Basics on Hybrid Warfare in Europe,” Dr. 
Lamb explained how, despite intense political and cultural opposition, the Bosnian Train and Equip (T&E) 
program trained over 5,000 Bosniak Soldiers in two years and changed the calculus of the Balkans conflict.   
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manifests itself organically through rigorous assessment, selection, and training 

programs.  Other interagency organizations should apply these concepts to their own 

recruiting, retention, and training efforts to tackle gray zone problems.  As for the human 

domain, better interagency coordination and communication will help to draw a more 

concise picture of the operating environment.  In particular, Dr. Lamb’s case study 

provides a useful long-term perspective on the human domain in a successful gray zone 

campaign. 

The persistent nature of uncertain conflict attracts some writers to the foundational 

causes and conditions behind gray zone conflicts.  A principal observation is that an 

adversary will maintain focus on its domestic interests, with little concern for 

international norms and standards.8  Once the adversary chooses to act, it will use 

ambiguous legal and moral means to “secure its objectives while minimizing the scope 

and scale of actual combat” against a foe with superior resources and firepower.9  This 

realist perspective is valuable because both sides must keep their domestic audiences in 

mind, and weigh the risks of action over inaction.  Clear national security priorities will 

determine the actions of both the adversary and its foreign competitors. 10   

                                                 
8 Admiral Olsen, in “America’s Not Ready for Today’s Gray Wars,” states that gray zone strategists deal 
with unique “environmental, economic, and social trends” that defy easy resolution by a foreign power like 
the United States.   
9 Eric Olsen, “The New U.S. Military Recruit: ‘A Ph.D Who could Win a Bar Fight’”, The Wall Street 
Journal, December 8, 2015.    
10 Dr. Freier, in Outplayed, took a hard look at how the United States suffers from strategic paralysis in 
gray zone crises because it has weigh domestic support against the uncertainty of foreign conflict.  
Secretary Henry Kissinger, in “Military Policy and Defense of the ‘Gray Areas,’” used a similar analysis to 
explain how Chairman Mao would address multiple small conflicts along China’s borders.  Dr. Michael 
Mazarr, in Mastering the Gray Zone, explains how a gray zone strategist will use small actions to blur the 
line between peace and war, thus forcing the other side to either break the peace or accept the new action as 
a permanent change to the status quo.   
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Unfortunately, there is a small amount of contemporary academic material on the 

domestic conditions within gray zone conflict areas.  There are few in-depth works from 

academics, and general articles merely skim the surface for policy makers.  Fortunately, 

the United States maintains a wealth of information in its 307 embassies, consulates, and 

diplomatic missions around the world.11  Additionally, allied countries have diplomatic 

archives and cables that are available for analysis and study, which can be especially 

valuable for countries where the U.S. lacks a diplomatic presence.12  A thorough study of 

these data sources can provide useful information to academics, practitioners, and policy 

makers.   

Finally, a small number of researchers see the gray zone challenge as part of a 

greater national-level deterrence and coercion strategy.  Once a critical aspect of Cold 

War politics, adversaries now use deterrence as a more subtle means of settling 

disputes.13  By threatening possible opponents with the high costs of intervention, 

adversaries can amass resources, synchronize communications between allies, and secure 

their objectives without overt violence.14   

                                                 
11 Amy Roberts, “By the Numbers: U.S. Diplomatic Posts, Cable News Network, 
http://www.cnn.com/2013/05/09/politics/btn-diplomatic-presence/ (accessed March 12, 2017). 
12 Special thanks to Dr. James Person, Woodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars in Washington, 
DC, who presented this alternate research path during a presentation at the 58th ISA Conference in 
Baltimore, MD.   
13  The concept of deterrence goes back to Thucydides and the Peloponnesian War, where Athens told the 
Melians, “The strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must” in the pursuit of power and 
control.  Kissinger, in “Military Policy and Defense of the Gray Areas,” proposed using little wars to deter 
China and Russia from committing to resource-intensive land wars.  Echevarria, in “How Should We Think 
about ‘Gray Zone’ Wars”, stated that all aspects of military power (DIME), as well as finance, intelligence, 
and the law, are viable tools for a gray zone adversary.  
14 Kapusta, “The Gray Zone,” 24.   

http://www.cnn.com/2013/05/09/politics/btn-diplomatic-presence/
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Of the four major themes, coercion and deterrence appears to have the fewest 

number of committed authors.  However, deterrence and coercion have real promise of 

explaining gray zone problems.  Considering the richness of the theoretical material, and 

the ability to apply theory to existing and former gray zone crises, this concept demands 

more research and study by both academics and practitioners.   

Gray zone authorship is a vibrant and growing field.  United by a common concern 

over America’s strategic shortfalls, academics and practitioners are aggressively tackling 

the different aspects of gray zone research.  An aspiring researcher on the gray zone will 

find a wealth of information and knowledge as a starting point.   

B. Common Gray Zone Themes 

Across the academic spectrum, three common themes emerged with respect to how 

the United States should address gray zone problems: national power, partnerships, and 

historical perspective.  Recognizing this commonality better frames the gray zone 

problem and leads to better analysis.   

The first, and most common theme, is that that all instruments of national power are 

necessary for success.  Adversaries are militarily weaker than the United States, so they 

cannot afford a direct military confrontation.  Instead, adept adversaries use information, 

economics, diplomacy, and legal avenues to achieve their objectives.  The United States, 

within its legal and moral traditions, must reply in kind.   

The second common theme is that the United States cannot win gray zone conflicts 

by using only one department or agency of government.  Joint, Interagency, 

Intergovernmental, and Multinational (JIIM) is the ideal construct for fighting 
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adversaries.  Each department, service, and partner nation has unique skills and abilities.  

None of the agencies can defeat a determined adversary alone.  However, when JIIM 

partners are working in concert, there is a much greater chance for success.   

 Finally, the various authors proved that the gray zone is not ahistorical.  Kissinger 

discussed the gray zone in 1955.  Kapusta identified 54 separate gray zone activities since 

1900.15  Echevarria went all the way back to the 1600s, describing modern warfare as a 

combination of conventional, hybrid, and irregular warfare.16  The historical nature of 

gray zone conflict validates the use of historical case studies for comprehending and 

analyzing modern examples.   

C. Gray Zone Conflicts and Social Movement Theory 

 The existing body of work concludes that an adversary desires political control over 

a target population and will use multiple methods to achieve that goal.  More importantly, 

gray zone methods refrain from overt violence to avoid negative reactions from the 

international community.  Ideally, a successful adversary will achieve its goal through 

voluntary support of the target population.  With voluntary popular support as a principle 

objective, it is interesting that no one has applied social movement theory towards 

understanding gray zone conflicts.  

 Social Movement Theory (SMT) emerged in the 1960s, as American and European 

governments tried to understand the massive changes emerging in their societies.  After 

Marxism and political repression theory failed to explain the rise of these new 

                                                 
15 Kapusta, The Gray Zone, 24.   
16 Echevarria, Operating in the Gray Zone: An Alternative Paradigm for U.S. Military Strategy, 6.    
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movements, theorists landed on the social movement approach to understand the 

American Civil Rights movement, the Vietnam protest movement, and other forms of 

political protest.17   

 There are several variants of SMT, but the strongest example uses a tripartite 

structure:  ideological framing, resource mobilization, and political opportunity.18  Since 

the 1960s, SMT has become a valuable tool in understanding ideological insurgencies 

around the world.  In the early years of the 21st Century, academics and practitioners 

began using SMT to analyze the Islamist movements across the Middle East.19 

 

Figure 1: Basic Social Movement Theory (Tripartite Model) (created by author) 

                                                 
17 Colin J. Beck, "The Contribution of Social Movement Theory to Understanding Terrorism," Sociology 
Compass 5, no. 2 (2008): 1567.    
18 Doug McAdam, “Beyond Structural Analysis: Toward a More Dynamic Understanding of Social 
Movements,” in Social Movements and Networks: Relational Approaches to Collective Action (Oxford: 
 Oxford University Press, 2003), 290.  
19 Asef Bayat, “Islamism and Social Movement Theory,” Third World Quarterly 26, no. 6 (September 
2005): 891–892.   
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 One of the principal social movement theorists is Dr. Mohammad Hafez.  In his 

seminal work, Why Muslims Rebel, Hafez stated that rise of violent Islamist movements 

since the 1950s was the result of an existing political system that failed to care for its 

people.  As such, neither material wealth nor moderation could squelch the rise of 

political violence by disaffected Islamists.20  Hafez’s use of SMT was a significant 

advance in the study of Islamist insurgencies.   

 While Dr. Hafez is one of the most prominent authors on SMT and Islamist 

insurgencies, he was not the first scholar to make this connection.  Dr. David Snow and 

Dr. Susan Marshall illustrated how Islam had a “latent mobilization structure” that could 

be “tapped or activated for revolt.”21  Dr. Quintan Wiktorowicz described how Islamists 

use their social interactions to provide for the population, recruit followers, and propagate 

their ideology.22  Dr. Asef Bayat argued that the “imagined solidarity” of a social 

movement is the best way to explain how Islamism makes constant political adjustments 

without losing popularity.23  Dr. Glenn Robinson explained how Hamas, as a social 

movement, rapidly grew in popularity and strength during the first intifada of 1987–

                                                 
20 Mohammed M. Hafez, Why Muslims Rebel: Repression and Resistance in the Islamic World (Boulder, 
CO.: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 2004), 19. 
21 David A. Snow and Susan E. Marshall, “Cultural Imperialism, Social Movements, and the Islamic 
Revival,” Research in Social Movements, Conflicts & Change 7 (1984): 141, 
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=fxh&A
N=MFS-11661183&site=ehost-live&scope=site (accessed March 11, 2009). 
22 Quintan Wiktorowicz, Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory Approach (Bloomington, IN: 
Indiana University Press, 2004), 97. 
23 Bayat, 904.   

https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=fxh&AN=MFS-11661183&site=ehost-live&scope=site
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=https://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=fxh&AN=MFS-11661183&site=ehost-live&scope=site
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1993.24  In each instance, the authors demonstrated how an Islamic political group gained 

both political and military power by using social movement concepts.25 

 What is interesting, but not surprising, is the lack of SMT application to the gray 

zone.  Since 2001, the United States has spent a large amount of time, blood, and treasure 

fighting Islamic insurgencies across the Middle East and around the world.  Thus, it 

follows that SMT scholars would focus their efforts on Islamic insurgencies instead of 

other conflict areas.  It is time to apply the SMT analytical lens to gray zone conflicts.   

D. The SMT Model of Gray Zone Analysis 

 
Figure 2: Gray Zone Analytical Tool using SMT’s Tripartite Model (created by 

author) 

                                                 
24 Glenn E. Robinson, “Hamas as a Social Movement” In Islamic Activism: A Social Movement Theory 
Approach, ed. Quintan Wiktorowicz (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2004), 130–134.   
25 SMT and Islamism is not limited to just the Middle East.  Dr. David Leheny uses SMT to explain Al 
Qaeda’s effect on Southeast Asia, in "Terrorism, Social Movements, and International Security: How Al 
Qaeda Affects Southeast Asia, Japanese Journal of Political Science 6, no. 1 (2005): 87-109.   
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The model starts with the basic SMT tripartite design, with a focus on the target 

population from the adversary’s perspective.  There are three target populations to 

analyze.  The first population is the adversary’s domestic audience.  The secondary 

population consists of the near abroad, or the adversary’s primary target.  The third target 

audience is the opponent, also known as the Far Enemy.  The Far Enemy is more 

powerful than the adversary, and can greatly influence the adversary’s desired end 

state.26  Without a Far Enemy, there is no rationale for a gray zone strategy because the 

adversary and the primary target are in a bilateral relationship, where, as Thucydides 

stated, “The strong do what they can and the weak suffer what they must.”27   

The tripartite model functions according to national objectives and the application 

of national power (DIME).  It is critical to remember that the national power references 

apply to the adversary, not the United States or the targeted state.  Adversaries tend to use 

a different mix of national power elements for each aspect of the tripartite model.   

The third consideration of the SMT model is sequencing the three aspects of the 

tripartite model.  Ideological framing and resource mobilization are long-term campaigns, 

often subtle or covert, that can last months or years with few signs to outside observers.  

Political opportunities, on the other hand, are singular events that fundamentally alter the 

status quo in the conflict region.  Successful adversaries, through ideological framing and 

                                                 
26 This method of population analysis stems from the Target Audience Analysis (TAA) process within 
Psychological Operations.  While specific TTPs behind PSYOP TAA are classified, the basic concepts are 
common to marketing, business, and communications strategies.   
27 Robert B. Strassler and Richard Crawley eds., The Landmark Thucydides: A Comprehensive Guide to 
the Peloponnesian War (New York: Free Press, 2008), 352.   
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resource mobilization, will exert steady pressure on their targets to accelerate and exploit 

the political opportunity.   

One final note:  a critique of this methodology is that classic SMT applies to mass 

movements, not nation-states.  Under this perspective, the preceding SMT Gray Zone 

model should look at how an adversary uses mass social movements to create political 

change in a target region.  This critique is valid, but also constraining, because it focuses 

the solution set on simply stopping or controlling the social movement.  Instead, the 

author proposes using the tripartite model as a different reference point on gray zone 

problems, and possibly finding a different set of solutions.  The weaponization of mass 

social movements goes beyond the scope of this paper, but is a fascinating concept for 

future study.   
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III. RUSSIA: STRONG LEADERSHIP, DOMESTIC SECURITY, 
AND SPHERE OF INFLUENCE SOVEREIGNTY 

 In the 2015 National Security Strategy, the United States suggested that Russian 

aggression “endangers international norms that have largely been taken for granted since 

the end of the Cold War.”1  When Russia annexed Crimea in February 2014, it was the 

first invasive act between two independent European countries since the end of World 

War II.2  Russia reinforced that aggression by supporting Ukrainian “separatists” in the 

Donbas region the following June.   

 This case study uses SMT’s tripartite structure to understand the Russian political 

state and domestic population.  Russian leaders, using the West as a comparison, depend 

on strong foreign policy actions to maintain internal political support.  This ideological 

framing of “Russia vs. Outsiders” greatly affects domestic actions.  Resource 

mobilization in modern Russia rotates around natural resources (economics), secure 

borders (military), an aggressive diplomatic effort (diplomacy), and a near-monopoly on 

the information environment (information).  Finally, the West failed to recognize the 

political opportunity to influence Russian political behavior in the 1990s, thus reopening 

the door for authoritarian rule in 1999.   

                                                 
1 White House, National Security Strategy of the United States (February 2015), 10.   
2 Robert P. Hager, "History and Culture in Russia and Ukraine: How to Complicate a Crisis of European 
Security," Democracy & Security 12, no. 3 (Jul, 2016), 212, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/17419166.2016.1205335 (accessed December 6, 2016). 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/17419166.2016.1205335
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A. Ideological Framing: Strong Leadership Ensures Domestic Stability 

 History forms the first ideological frame for how the Russian people perceive 

their government.  Russian history is distinctive for its lack of popular rule:  from the 

Kievan Rus Empire in the 9th Century AD through the Soviet Union in 1991, only 

monarchs and dictators have ruled from the Kremlin.3  Under this particular governing 

model, political weakness is a sure path to personal destruction.  The Russians czars and 

Soviet premiers, in their foreign relations, placed great emphasis on appearing strong on 

the international stage.  In turn, this image of international prestige bolstered their 

domestic image.  When Russian leaders lose the aura of power and prestige, the loss of 

political power comes rather quickly.4   

 Russia’s international standing is important because it is directly proportional to 

the government’s domestic support.  As the country has a long history of authoritarian 

control, there is little precedent for either earning or maintaining a social contract.  This 

missing social contract contributes to Russia’s “legal nihilism,” or disrespect for the law, 

by the common citizen.5  An example of this missing social contract is tax collection.  

Dmitry Shlapentokh states, “The chronic inability of the state to collect taxes is a sign of 

the lack of respect for the law in Russian culture.  It is an indication that the social 

contract modern Westerners willingly obey has never existed in Russia, neither at the 

                                                 
3 Hager, 214.  
4 William Kelleher Storey, in The First World War, describes how Czar Nicholas II weak leadership 
abilities led to his fall from power during World War I.  Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow, in Essence of 
Decision, described how domestic considerations drove Premier Nikita Khruschev’s decisions prior to the 
Cuban Missile Crisis.  He would be out of power within two years for “losing” that crisis.   
5 Dmitry Shlapentokh, "Russia Enters the New Century," Contemporary Review 276, no. 1610 (March 
2000), 116.   
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beginning of [the 20th Century], nor today.”6  If a state cannot collect the funds to provide 

for the people, that is a sign of a deeply flawed relationship between the state and its 

people.   

Throughout its history, Russia compared and measured its power against 

European countries. 7   After the end of World War II, the United States became the 

standard for Russian success.  Starting in 1948, the Soviet Union spent over forty years 

competing with the United States economically, militarily, diplomatically, and politically.  

This Cold War rivalry gave Russia more international standing and prestige than at any 

other time in its history.8 

B. Resource Mobilization:  Hydrocarbons, Diplomacy, Arms, and Information 

While Russia uses all four elements of national power to earn international 

influence and maintain domestic support, its oil and natural gas resources are a key 

source of strength.  Russia is the world’s largest producer of crude oil, and is second only 

to the United States in natural gas production.9  Russia uses both of these resources 

effectively to target neighboring states through market manipulation and supply 

controls.10   

                                                 
6 Ibid.  
7 Peter Rutland, "Still Out in the Cold? Russia's Place in a Globalizing World," Communist & Post-
Communist Studies 45, no. 3-4 (September 2012) 348, http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.postcomstud.2012.07.001 
(accessed December 6, 2016).     
8 Ibid.   
9 Central Intelligence Agency, 2016 CIA Factbook, https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-
factbook/geos/rs.html (accessed January 4, 2017).   
10 Carol R. Saivetz, "The Ties that Bind?  Russia's Evolving Relations with its Neighbors," Communist & 
Post-Communist Studies 45, no. 3-4 (September 2012), 402, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.postcomstud.2012.07.010 (accessed December 6, 2016).   

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.postcomstud.2012.07.001
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/rs.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/rs.html
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.postcomstud.2012.07.010
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Russian diplomats use this economic power effectively to expand the country’s 

influence.  The diplomatic corps recognized Russia’s weakened political state in 1991, so 

it avoided establishing partnerships with supranational agencies (e.g., The European 

Union) or powerful countries (e.g., The United States).  Instead, using its energy 

resources as a leverage point, Russia solidified bilateral trade relationships with 

neighboring countries across Europe and Central Asia.  Over time, this diplomatic and 

economic synergy gave Russia an asymmetric advantage over its trading partners.  If a 

trading partner took a political path that was hostile to Russian interests, then Russia 

would use economic disincentives, such as excise duties, to change the partner’s political 

behavior.11   

Russia also used economic relationships to enhance its diplomatic power.  

Russia’s use of bilateral relationships not only helped it to dominate partners, but also 

weakened international resolve.12  During a crisis, countries had to choose between the 

potential benefits of allying the West or the tangible economic lifeline from Russia.  This 

emphasis on bilateral relationships also reinforced Russian strength in geographic areas 

that the West neglected, such as Eastern Europe and Central Asia.13   

                                                 
11 Dr. Albert O. Hirschman’s defined this relationship in his Economic Dependence model.  This is a 
condition where an asymmetric economic relationship between two states has political consequences.  The 
larger state uses its economic interests to define its national interests, thereby affecting the foreign policy of 
the smaller state.  Rilka Dragneva and Kataryna Wolczuk, "Between Dependence and Integration: 
Ukraine’s Relations with Russia," Europe-Asia Studies 68, no. 4 (June 2016), 684, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09668136.2016.1173200 (accessed December 6, 2016).     
12 Dragneva and Wolczuk, 681.  
13 Lynch, “The Realism of Russia’s Foreign Policy,” 25.   

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09668136.2016.1173200
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The diplomatic corps also maximized its influence through Russia’s permanent 

seat on the UN Security Council.  Throughout the 1990s, Russian diplomats successfully 

protected the country’s interests by isolating foreign policy from domestic turmoil.14  At 

the United Nations, Russian diplomats were proactive in several significant global 

decisions, often at odds with the United States.  These actions, which showed defiance in 

the face of “American hegemony,” helped Russia to maintain the image of a great power 

on the international stage.15   

 Russia could exploit its diplomatic and economic power because Europe and the 

United States did not sustain their focus on the countries along Russia’s frontier.  In an 

effort to bring Russia’s interests into closer alignment with the West, the EU only 

implemented policies in Eastern Europe if they did not conflict with Moscow’s security 

interests.16  Over time, this approach created the impression to Russia that the EU would 

not interfere in its “sphere of influence,” and sow the seeds for future conflict.   

A major reason that the West tacitly accepted Russia’s “sphere of influence” was 

its military power.  While the post-Cold-War Russian military fell from the world’s 

second largest to fifth, it was still the most powerful force in Eastern Europe and Central 

Asia. 17  Russia’s conventional military consists of elite and regular forces numbering 

                                                 
14 Allen C. Lynch, "The Realism of Russia's Foreign Policy," Europe-Asia Studies 53, no. 1 (January 1, 
2001), 25, http://www.jstor.org/stable/826237 (accessed December 6, 2016).    
15 Ibid.  
16 Cristian Nitoiu, "Towards Conflict Or Cooperation?  The Ukraine Crisis and EU-Russia Relations," 
Journal of Southeast European & Black Sea Studies 16, no. 3 (09, 2016), 377, 
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=tsh&A
N=118270937&site=eds-live&scope=site (accessed December 6, 2016).   
17 Rutland, 349.  
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approximately 230,000 troops.18  Russia’s irregular warfare component consists of 

special forces and militias that can conduct special operations in domestic and 

international roles.19  Finally, Russia maintains the world’s largest nuclear arsenal with 

over 80,000 personnel, thus remaining a strong deterrent to Western military 

adventurism. 20  

 Finally, Russia maintains control through dominating the media environment.  As 

stated earlier, domestic support depends heavily on international prestige.  After the Cold 

War, the government required an adversary, and the “democratic peace” movement from 

Europe and the US provided the perfect scapegoat.  The sharp rise of democratization, 

followed by aggressive NATO expansion in the Baltics and Eastern Europe, appeared to 

be a direct threat to Russian security.21  As an example, during the Color Revolutions in 

Georgia and Ukraine, Russia portrayed democratization as a “Western expansionist 

agenda in the post-Soviet space.”22  This inherently hostile reception to democratic 

efforts in the East, combined with the faltering efforts along the Russian border states, 

and an American shift towards terrorism after September 2001, led to a gradual lack of 

interest by the West.   

                                                 
18 Fredrik Westerlund and Johan Norberg, "Military Means for Non-Military Measures: The Russian 
Approach to the use of Armed Force as seen in Ukraine," Journal of Slavic Military Studies 29, no. 4 
(October 2016), 587-588, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13518046.2016.1232560 (accessed December 6, 2016).   
19 Ibid., 585-586.   
20 Ibid., 588.   
21 Rutland, 351.    
22 Laure Delcour and Kataryna Wolczuk, "Spoiler Or Facilitator of Democratization?: Russia's Role in 
Georgia and Ukraine," Democratization 22, no. 3 (May, 2015), 460, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13510347.2014.996135 (accessed December 6, 2016).     

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13518046.2016.1232560
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/13510347.2014.996135
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C. Political Opportunity:  The Image of Weak Leadership Brings a Return To 
Autocracy 

Russian leadership began to show signs of weakness in the late 1980s, during the 

era of Mikhail Gorbachev’s perestroika, or restructuring of Soviet society.  While Russia 

had the outward appearances of economic, military, and political strength, Gorbachev 

recognized that the state lacked a just social contract with the people.  In a later interview, 

Gorbachev said, “our society, our people, the most educated, the most intellectual, 

rejected (the Soviet model) because it does not respect the man, oppresses him spiritually 

and politically.”23  This lack of a moral core, when combined with Gorbachev’s “deep 

and personal aversion to violence,” led to the surprising collapse of the Russia’s 

Communist empire that started in 1989 in Berlin.24   

After the Soviet Union fell in 1991, Russia’s international prestige took a 

precipitous drop.  Boris Yeltsin, the first post-Soviet president of Russia, worked 

tirelessly to replace the “legacy of imperial thinking for millions of Russians.”25  

Unfortunately, his efforts were for naught, as over three million Russian citizens 

immigrated to the greater economic and political freedoms that existed in Europe.26   

Throughout this period, the United States and the West had the opportunity to 

reinforce Yeltsin’s domestic image.  Unfortunately, NATO expansion and rejection of 

Russia’s entry to the G-7 community undermined Yeltsin’s political power.27  In the 

                                                 
23 Leon Aron, "Everything You Think You Know about the Collapse of the Soviet Union is Wrong," 
Foreign Policy, no. 187 (2011), 67.  
24 Ibid., 68 
25 Aron, 70.   
26 Rutland, 348.  
27 Lynch, 7-8.   
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shadow of Yeltsin’s declining power and prestige, a former KGB agent named Vladimir 

Putin entered the political scene.  Putin’s “propaganda leitmotifs of ‘hostile encirclement’ 

and ‘Russia rising off its knees’” resonated with the populace, and led to his election in 

2000.28  With his election, the West lost the opportunity to influence Russia’s political 

direction, and the country returned to its autocratic roots.   

D. Analysis 

What does the SMT model reveal in analyzing Russia as an adversary? 
 

 
Figure 3: SMT Analysis of Russia’s Domestic Environment (Created by Author) 

 In the model, Russia targets two populations.  The first, and most important, is its 

domestic population.  Without domestic support, the government cannot successfully 

                                                 
28 Aron, 70.  
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pursue any objectives outside of its borders.  The other target population are Western 

governments, which serve as both partners and rivals in international relations.   

 Russia’s authoritarian history shapes its ideological framework.  Centuries of 

czarist rule, followed by almost 80 years of communist dominance, left a legacy of 

autocratic rule.  Russian history repeatedly shows that the people respect strong leaders, 

while viewing weak leaders as a significant threat.  With no viable social contract 

between the government and the people, the Russian political system requires strong 

leadership to maintain domestic stability.   

 In an autocratic environment, a strong leader requires an adversary or competitor.  

For much of Russia’s history, Western European powers served as the model for 

comparison.  After World War II, the United States ably filled this role, and Russia’s 

international prestige grew during the Cold War.  This gave Russian leaders the strength 

and authority they needed to run the country despite significant domestic concerns.   

 Ideology and competition are not enough; strong leaders need resources to 

maintain power.  Russia’s power flows from its vast oil and natural gas reserves, which it 

exports to countries across Europe and Central Asia.  To maximize their energy 

advantage, Russian diplomats emphasize bilateral trade relationships, where Russia can 

maintain an asymmetric advantage over a weaker neighbor.  Russia also possesses the 

strongest military in Eastern Europe, and can easily dominate any of its neighbors.  

Finally, the Russian government controls the media environment, ensuring that the 

majority of the domestic population will only receive information that supports the 

regime.  Human rights violations like silencing dissenters, imprisoning political rivals, 
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and assassinating journalists and critics fail to arouse the population because those 

actions never make the evening news broadcasts.   

 The only political opportunity for the West to change Russia’s political 

environment was the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.  During the chaotic years of the 

early 1990s, the United States and the West could have reinforced President Boris 

Yeltsin’s political position, thus giving him the international prestige necessary to 

maintain his domestic strength.  Instead, the West weakened Yeltsin’s domestic position 

by rejecting his G-7 request and accepting Russia’s neighbors as NATO allies.  As a 

result, Vladimir Putin, promising a return of Russian strength, replaced Yeltsin as 

president in 2000.  Over the years, Putin regularly projected Russian strength on the 

international stage, which only increased his domestic approval ratings.29   

 Moving forward, the most likely method of exploiting Russia’s vulnerabilities as 

an adversary depend on eroding confidence in its leaders.  This will be an exceptionally 

difficult challenge, especially in Russia’s hostile information environment.  Diplomatic 

and economic efforts appear less likely to work, as neither have a direct impact on the 

average Russian citizen.  Militarily, Russia remains a tier below NATO and the United 

States, and is incapable of invading Western Europe.  However, Russia has the largest 

nuclear arsenal in the world, and enough conventional military power to deter Western 

forces.   

                                                 
29 "Vladimir Unbound; Putin's Popularity."  The Economist, Jan 30, 2016. 32, 

http://search.proquest.com.nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/docview/1761190491?accountid=12686 (accessed 
March 18, 2017).   

http://search.proquest.com.nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/docview/1761190491?accountid=12686
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 The major advantage the West has against Russia is time.  Russia remains in a 

demographic spiral, with an overall life expectancy lower than Bangladesh, Eritrea, and 

Yemen.30  Russia faces an uncertain economic future, as the price for a barrel of oil fell 

from $146.69 in July 2008 to $50 a barrel in 2017.31  Russia does not have the means to 

conduct a long-term conflict with a peer competitor, so military conflict seem unlikely.  

Finally, the expanding information environment, especially in social media, makes 

Soviet-style repression tactics impossible to conceal from the international community.  

Standing firm on vital interests, while remaining alert to indirect approaches, appears to 

be the best way to contain this wily adversary.  

                                                 
30 Nicholas Eberstadt, The Dying Bear: Russia's Demographic Disaster: Council on Foreign Relations, 
Inc, 2011), https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/russia-fsu/2011-11-01/dying-bear (accessed March 18, 
2017).  
31 Rebekah Kebade, “Oil tops $145 ahead of U.S. holiday,” Reuters UK, July 3, 2008, 
http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-markets-oil-idUKMOL27139920080703 (accessed March 31, 2017).   

https://www.foreignaffairs.com/articles/russia-fsu/2011-11-01/dying-bear
http://uk.reuters.com/article/uk-markets-oil-idUKMOL27139920080703
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IV. RUSSIA AND UKRAINE: A SHARE HISTORY OF 
POLITICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SECURITY DEPENDENCE 

 In 2014, Russia executed a series of overtly aggressive actions against Ukraine.  

In February, Russian forces seized political and military centers of power in the Crimean 

peninsula.  After a “peoples’ referendum,” Moscow annexed Crimea into greater Russia.  

The following summer, Russian special forces fomented an insurgency in the Luhansk 

and Donetsk Oblasts (states) of eastern Ukraine.  The insurgents formed the Luhansk and 

Donetsk Peoples’ Republics, and requested to join Russia.  Only the July 17 shoot down 

of Malaysian Airlines Flight 17 over Donetsk prevented another Russian annexation of 

Ukrainian territory.   

Russian actions in 2014 were the culmination of a long-term, subtle, and 

persistent strategy for Moscow to exert political control over Ukraine.  Until the Crimean 

annexation in February, Russia successfully executed its strategy without incurring a 

significant response from the United States or Europe.  This is the signature of a gray 

zone strategy:  achieving national objectives without incurring negative consequences 

from adversaries or the international community.   

SMT analysis helps to answer several important questions with respect to Russia 

and Ukraine.  What are the natural linkages between the two countries?  How does Russia 

perceive its national interests with respect to Ukraine, the European Union, and the 

United States?  What strategic tools did Russia use to impose its will on Ukraine without 

alerting the West to its aggression?   
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Russia used historical ties to maintain a unified Russian-Ukrainian image, which 

also served to keep NATO at arm’s length.  Utilizing a combination of economic, 

diplomatic, and military power, Russia forced Ukraine to accept an asymmetric bilateral 

relationship.  When the Maidan uprising in the winter of 2013-2014 overthrew Ukrainian 

president Victor Yanukovich, Russia took advantage of the political opportunity to seize 

Crimea and sow general chaos in eastern Ukraine.   

A. Ideological Framing:  Historical Ties between Russia and Ukraine 

 The relationship between Russia and Ukraine reaches back to the 9th Century AD, 

during the founding of the empire of Kievan Rus.  Russian schoolchildren grow up 

knowing that Kiev is the “mother of Russian cities,” while Kievan Rus is the common 

ancestor of Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus.1  The empire thrived until the Golden Horde of 

Baku Khan destroyed it in the 13th Century.   

 After the Mongols left the region in the 15th Century, outside entities would 

continue to control Ukraine.  After a short period in the Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth, the Russian czars conquered eastern Ukraine and absorbed it into the 

greater Russian Empire.  At the same time, the Austria-Hungarian Empire brought 

western Ukraine into its fold.2  This division is the source of Ukraine’s modern east-west 

split, where the east looks towards Russia and the west looks towards Europe.   

 After both the Russian and Austria-Hungarian Empires fell after World War I, 

Russia absorbed all of Ukraine into the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.  Ukraine’s 

                                                 
1 Hager, 214. 
2 Ibid. 
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role as the country’s breadbasket highlighted its vital importance to the Soviet Union, and 

made it a strategic objective during World War II.  In 1942, German forces overran the 

region on the way to the city of Stalingrad.  Two years later, the Soviet Red Army would 

retake Ukraine during its march to Berlin.  A rebuilt Ukraine would remain part of the 

USSR until 1991.   

 This historical background of over a millennium is fundamental to the ideological 

frame of reference between Russia and Ukraine.  To Russian citizens, Ukraine is a sister 

country with a shared history and shared values forged through war and struggle.  Thus, 

the two countries should always have common goals and objectives.  Ukraine also sees 

Russia as a close neighbor and economic partner.  However, unlike Russia, Ukraine 

recognizes its junior role in the relationship.  Additionally, Ukraine’s split focus between 

east and west remains a vulnerable rift within the country.   

B. Resource Mobilization: Economic Dependence and Political Influence 

 Ukraine’s bifurcated nature came into play after the collapse of the Soviet Union.  

After centuries of authoritarian rule, Ukraine did not adjust well to democracy and 

endured years of endemic corruption.  To remain economically solvent, Ukraine 

maintained close ties to the newly formed Russian Federation, establishing mutual 

relationships in labor migration, government financing, and most significantly, energy 

supplies.3  In exchange for economic resources, Russia contributed to the political 

survival of several Ukrainian presidents through the 1990s.4   

                                                 
3 Dragneva and Wolczuk, 681.  
4 Ibid.   
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 During the same period, the European Union and the United States aggressively 

pushed democratization across the former Soviet Union, now known as the 

Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS).  Through funding from USAID and EU 

member states, democracy promotion programs appeared in post-Soviet countries 

navigating the uncertain space “between authoritarianism and democratization.”5  In 

2004, during the Orange Revolution, the Ukrainian people chose democracy.  However, 

Russia saw color revolutions (along with Georgia’s Rose Revolution in 2003) as Western 

efforts to place unfriendly regimes on its borders.  Russian Defense Minister Sergei 

Shoigu would later describe color revolutions as “increasingly devised in accordance 

with the rules of warfare.”6   

 Russia responded to this perceived Western aggression with its strongest weapon:  

economics.  Throughout the Soviet period, Ukraine depended on Russian oil and natural 

gas to run its factories and heat its homes.  In 2000, after the CIS failed to establish an 

integrated market among the former Soviet states, Russia formed the Eurasian Economic 

Community (EurAsEc).  Originally consisting of Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, 

and Kyrgyzstan, the purpose of the organization was to create a common political 

platform and economic union to counter the EU.7  Russia used the economic alliance in 

an effort to bring Ukraine under its control, promising positive economic results if 

                                                 
5 Delcour and Wolczuk, 460.  
6 Roy Allison, "Russian 'Deniable' Intervention in Ukraine: How and Why Russia Broke the Rules," 
International Affairs 90, no. 6 (November 2014), 1290.  
7 Saivetz, 406.  
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Ukraine joined EurAsEc.8  Prior to the Orange Revolution, there was real potential that 

Kiev would join EurAsEc.   

 Viktor Yushchenko and the Orange Revolutionaries changed that equation in 

2004.  After Yushchenko became president in 2005, he explicitly turned the country 

westward towards Europe.9  In response, Russia used its asymmetric economic 

relationship to affect Kiev’s decision-making.  The first “gas war” between the two 

countries occurred in 2006, when Russia attempted to raise Ukraine’s gas prices five-

fold.  A second gas war occurred three years later, forcing Yushchenko to sign an 

unfavorable gas contract with Russia in order to prevent a complete economic collapse.10  

For Russia, the energy weapon achieved its effect in 2010, when Victor Yanukovich, a 

pro-Russian politician, defeated Yulia Tymoshenko, an Orange Revolutionary, and 

became president.   

 During the same time period, Europe and the United States began to lose interest 

in Ukraine’s democratic efforts.  In 2005, a year after Ukraine’s Orange Revolution, both 

the EU and US provided significant financial resources to Kiev to support domestic 

political changes.11  However, by 2011, both entities shifted support away from 

democratization to “good governance” goals like, “justice, integrated border 

                                                 
8 Dragneva and Wolczuk, 688.   
9 Ibid., 689.  
10 Ibid.     
11 Delcour and Wolczuk, 460.   
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management, and disarmament.”12  In fact, neither the EU nor the US mentioned 

democracy as a key priority in their 2011-2013 assistance agenda.13   

 Left unspoken was Russia’s overwhelming conventional military power over 

Ukraine.14  In 2012, Ukraine was planning to cashier 20% of its force, or 40,000 soldiers, 

by 2016.  As a military force, Ukraine could participate in limited peacekeeping 

operations, but had no force-projection ability outside of its borders.15  Both Ukraine and 

the West fully understood that a direct military confrontation between Kiev and Moscow 

would end poorly for Kiev.   

C. Political Opportunity:  Exploit Chaos in the Wake of an Uprising 

 In the autumn of 2013, Victor Yanukovich made a crucial decision that changed 

the course of Ukraine’s history: he rejected further NATO discussions and stated that the 

country would consider joining the Russian-backed EurAsEc.16  On the surface, 

Yanukovich’s decision was a wise one:  Russia gave Ukraine $15 billion in economic aid 

without requiring an official commitment to join EurAsEc.17  However, the Ukrainian 

population thought otherwise, believing that Yanukovich surrendered Ukrainian 

sovereignty for better relations with Moscow.18      

                                                 
12 Ibid., 462.  
13 Ibid.   
14 Specific details on Russia’s force composition are on pages 23-24 of this paper.   
15 'Armed Forces And Government Spending' 2012, Ukraine Defence & Security Report, pp. 68, 
International Security & Counter Terrorism Reference Center, EBSCOhost (accessed 27 February 2017). 
16 Allison, 1257.   
17 Andrei Tsygankov, "Vladimir Putin's Last Stand: The Sources of Russia's Ukraine Policy," Post-Soviet 
Affairs 31, no. 4 (07, 2015), 284, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1060586X.2015.1005903 (accessed December 
6, 2016.  
18 Dragneva and Wolczuk, 693.  

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/1060586X.2015.1005903
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 The public outcry to Yanukovich’s capitulation led to the Maidan revolt from 

November 2013 to February 2014.  While the Maidan demonstrations were not as 

powerful as the Orange Revolution a decade earlier, they placed significant popular 

pressure on Yanukovich to resume EU integration.19  Trapped by domestic pressure and 

losing political allies, President Yanukovich fled Kiev for Moscow as a political refugee 

on 21 February 2014.20  

 Russia responded rapidly to the Maidan uprisings.  Members of Russia’s Rodina 

(“Motherland”) Party traveled to Crimea and formed the “Slavic Anti-Fascist Front.”21  

Russian elite troops, dressed to look both local and anonymous, arrived in the area 

sometime that winter.  They made their presence known on 27 February 2014, when they 

stormed the Crimean parliament.22  Over the following days, they secured critical 

transportation hubs, command and control infrastructure, and air defense facilities that 

could delay Russian reinforcements from arriving in the theater.23     

 Despite Russia’s overt aggression in Crimea, Kiev did not respond with overt 

force.  For starters, the Russian military executed a rapid series of maneuvers that froze 

                                                 
19 Licínia Simão, "The Ukrainian Conflict in Russian Foreign Policy: Rethinking the Interconnections 
between Domestic and Foreign Policy Strategies," Small Wars & Insurgencies 27, no. 3 (June 2016), 491, 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09592318.2016.1175141  (accessed December 6, 2016).   
20 Simão, 491.   
21 Westerland and Norberg, 591.  
22 Ibid.  
23 Charles K. Bartles and Roger N. McDermott, "Russia’s Military Operation in Crimea," Problems of 
Post-Communism 61, no. 6 (November 1, 2014), 58, 
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2753/PPC1075-8216610604 (accessed February 20, 2017).   

http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09592318.2016.1175141
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.2753/PPC1075-8216610604
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the Ukrainian military in place.24  The interim government also remembered how, in 

2008, Russia invaded Georgia after the death of tiny number of Russian peacekeepers in 

Tskhinvali, and knew that Moscow would respond with overwhelming force if any 

Russians died in Crimea.25  Additionally, the speed at which Russia flowed their special 

troops into Crimea made armed resistance a moot point.26  Moscow, under the guise of a 

popular referendum, annexed Crimea on 18 March 2014. 

 However, operations in the Donbas led to a different result.  Buoyed by his 

success in Crimea, Vladimir Putin looked for another opportunity to both maintain 

domestic support and to bring Kiev to heel.27  Similar to Crimea, eastern Ukraine had 

both a pro-Russian population and sizeable support base of local fighters.28  Additionally, 

the Donetsk and Luhansk provinces of eastern Ukraine sit on the Russian border.  Seizing 

this terrain would secure a land route from Russia to Crimea, and further weaken Kiev’s 

political control.  Fighting in eastern Ukraine began in the spring of 2014.   

 

  

                                                 
24 To deter the Ukrainian military, the Russian Ministry of Defense initiated a “snap exercise” on February 
26, 2014.  In Russia’s Western and Central military districts near the Ukrainian frontier, 150,000 Russian 
troops conducted a training exercise, while the Russian Navy and Air Force deployed elite troops to bases 
in Crimea.  This rapid show of force essentially froze Ukrainian Army forces in place, and allowed Russian 
forces to encircle and neutralize the Ukrainian security forces in Crimea.  Westerland and Norberg, 592-
593.    
25 Allison, 1261.   
26 Bartles and McDermott, 56-60.  
27 Immediately after the Crimean annexation, Vladimir Putin’s approval rating reached 96%, according to 
the pro-Kremlin polling body VTsIOM.  Allison, 1292.   
28 Simão, 506.   
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To Moscow’s surprise, the government in Kiev unified to face the new threat in the 

Donbas.  Led by a new president, Petro Poroshenko, the government in Kiev proceeded 

to use force against the separatist provinces in an effort to bring them under control.29  As 

the summer approached, fighting intensified between the Ukrainian Army and the eastern 

rebels, which Kiev now called “terrorists.”   

 Despite Kiev’s resistance, operations in the East favored the Russian-backed 

separatists until 17 July 2014.  On that day, a Russian-made SA-11 missile brought down 

Malaysia Airlines Flight 17, which was flying from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur.  All 

283 passengers and crew died in the crash.30  The subsequent international inquiry 

exposed the “separatists” as a possible Russian proxy force, brought economic sanctions 

down on Moscow, and locked eastern Ukraine into a long-term conflict.  As of March 

2017, the crisis in Ukraine continues, with little prospect for a permanent peace between 

Moscow and Kiev.   

  

                                                 
29 Tsygankov, 285-286.  
30 "Dutch Investigation: Russian Missile Brought Down Malaysia Airlines Flight 17." UPI News Current, 
09/28; 2017/2, 2016, 
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/A464915530/BIC1?u=wash
60683&xid=c0a512dd (accessed February 27, 2017).   

https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/A464915530/BIC1?u=wash60683&xid=c0a512dd
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://link.galegroup.com/apps/doc/A464915530/BIC1?u=wash60683&xid=c0a512dd
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D. Analysis 

 How does SMT’s tripartite structure explain the Russia-Ukraine crisis?   

 
Figure 4: SMT Gray Zone model for Russia’s involvement in Ukraine (created by 

author) 

In the Ukrainian crisis, Russia has three target populations.  The first is the 

domestic audience, upon which the government draws overall support.  This audience 

also includes the ethnic Russians who live in Crimea and eastern Ukraine.  The second is 

the political leaders in Kiev, as their capitulation to Moscow’s will ensures Russia’s 

security in the near abroad.  Finally, the third audience is Western governments, 

particularly in the United States and Western Europe.  Their combined military, 

economic, and diplomatic strength greatly exceeds Russia’s, so it is essential for them to 

remain on the sidelines during this conflict.   

 Ukraine and Russia’s combined history create the ideological frame for their 

relationship.  The countries share over a millennium of military, political, and economic 

ties.  Additionally, both countries share a long history of authoritarian rule.  However, 
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while Russia sees Ukraine as a sister country, Ukraine always remembers that it is the 

junior partner in the relationship.  Ukraine also suffers from a split focus, with the East 

looking towards Moscow and the West looking towards Europe.   

 Economically, Ukraine suffers from an asymmetric relationship with Russia.  

Ukrainian prosperity depends on Russian oil and gas supplies, while Ukraine has 

virtually nothing to hold over Russia.  As Russia demonstrated during the Gas Wars in 

the mid-2000s, the ability to restrict heating fuel during the winter months gives Russia 

an overwhelming advantage over Ukraine and other dependent countries.  Russia used 

this economic dependency to shape political decisions in Kiev for many years.   

The only place where Ukraine held an advantage over Russia was Crimea, where 

the Russian Navy maintained its only access to the Mediterranean Sea.  However, 

Russian military strength prevented Kiev from exploiting that advantage.  With an 

overwhelming advantage in aircraft, troops, ships, and nuclear weaponry, both Moscow 

and Kiev understood that a direct confrontation could end poorly for the Ukrainian 

military.   

Finally, Moscow depends on both the EU and US to respect Russia’s sphere of 

influence.  EU and US democratization efforts in Ukraine led to the Orange Revolution in 

2004, which Moscow perceived as a direct threat to its rule.  However, over the following 

decade, Europe and the United States watched Ukraine stumble between democracy and 

autocracy.  As the West lost interest, Moscow continued to impose its will on Ukraine, 

with the goal of keeping Ukraine politically vulnerable.   
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After the Maidan revolt removed Ukrainian President Yanukovich from power, 

Russia took advantage of the political opportunity in the chaos.  Wanting to both reclaim 

Crimea and weaken the new Ukrainian government, Russian forces seized Crimea and 

annexed the territory in March 2014.  After Kiev’s lackluster response, Moscow tried 

again during the Donbas rebellion in eastern Ukraine.  This time, however, the Ukrainian 

military fought back, and the resulting conflicts remains active today.   

Russia, as the principal adversary in the Ukrainian crisis, holds significant 

advantages.  However, of the three SMT factors, Russia appears most vulnerable to 

diplomatic and economic pressure during resource mobilization.  The EU and United 

States hold significant economic and diplomatic power, and applying steady pressure 

over time could change Russia’s behavior.  In particular, highlighting Russia’s aggressive 

behavior to the international community can create openings for diplomatic and 

economic sanctions.  Weakening Russia’s international image through broadcasting its 

aggressive activities in Ukraine, while avoiding a military confrontation, appears to be 

the best way for the West to force a change in Russia’s political behavior.  
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V. FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 In this paper, the author used the SMT Gray Zone model to evaluate two Russian 

case studies.  However, the intent is to apply the model to different gray zone adversary 

scenarios.  In general, Russia’s gray zone strategy was effective, but the outcome was 

neither inevitable nor irresistible.  This section highlights several findings from the 

Russia case studies for consideration in facing a future adversary.  The section also 

includes several recommendations for combatant commanders to consider for deterring 

and defeating their adversaries.  

A. Key Findings and Recommendations 

Finding #1:  Ideological framing is a long-term process, and requires a long-term policy 

response.   

The Russian case study illustrated that ideological framing is not a short-term 

process.  A number of factors, to include cultural similarities, religious affiliation, or a 

common enemy can accelerate the process.  However, there is no such thing as an 

immediately successful ideological frame.   

 Russian efforts are one of many examples of successful ideological framing.  Iran, 

in its support of Lebanese Hezbollah, successfully united the Lebanese Shia against their 

common enemy, Israel, during the Lebanese civil war of the 1980s.  Syed Qtub, who 

many consider the father of modern Islamism, mobilized his followers after decades of 

resisting the Arabization efforts of President Gamal Abdel Nasser.  In China, Mao 

Zedong mobilized Western China against Imperial Japan and, later, General Chiang Kai-
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shek over twenty years.  Regardless of the situation, ideological framing takes time and 

patience to convert an audience from passive listening to active support.   

 Recommendation #1: Establish long-term information campaigns, with diplomatic 

and economic support to counter adversary ideological framing.   

Russian ideological framing relied on a historical perspective of the Russian-

Ukrainian relationship.  Spanning nearly a millennium, this reference frame relied on a 

shared history, common religion, and similar experiences in war and peace.  It is 

fantastical to think that a foreign information campaign from the West could counter, or 

even dent, such an ingrained mindset.   

 However, this does not mean that western forces should surrender the information 

battlefield.  Instead, establishing realistic objectives are critical.  For example, the EU and 

the United States could have persisted in their democratization efforts, insisting that 

Ukraine make concrete efforts to root out corruption and economic mismanagement.  In 

return, the West could have delivered significant economic aid to help the country during 

its transition – especially after Russia threatened to cut oil and gas supplies.   

 More importantly, combatant commands must prepare information campaigns for 

the long haul.  As the case study showed, Russian efforts lasted for years, and reinforced 

economic and diplomatic efforts before the use of military force.  It is unwise to expect 

an information campaign to have concrete results in a 6-12 month period – especially if 

diplomatic and economic measures are absent.  At a minimum, a full effort will challenge 

the gray zone strategist on the information battlefield.  Otherwise, information control 
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will go to the gray zone strategist, with negative consequences for American and Western 

interests.   

Finding #2:  Adversaries use their relative military power to strengthen their 

diplomatic and economic methods.   

The Russian case study displayed how the effective use of diplomacy and 

economics to create an asymmetric relationship between a weak and strong country.  

Russia’s military, while not the primary strategic weapon, also influenced the situation.  

This allowed Russia to use its soft power to great advantage against Ukraine and other 

former CIS states without incurring a negative response from the West.  

Russia successfully intervened in both Crimea and the Donbas because the 

Ukrainian military lacked a significant presence in both regions.  Additionally, there were 

no allies willing or able to intercede on Ukraine’s behalf.  Thus, Ukraine’s military was 

in react mode, surrendering the initiative and the offensive to their Russian adversaries.   

Recommendation #2:  Use economic and diplomatic tools to challenge an 

adversary’s control over the target country.   

The Baltic States, with support from the United States, serve as a recent example 

of successful resistance to Russian economic threats.  On January 12, 2017, the prime 

ministers of Latvia and Lithuania announced that they would begin to import liquid 

natural gas (LNG) from the United States by 2018. 1  Additionally, the three Baltic States 

                                                 
1 Interfax, "Klaipeda LNG Terminal to Supply Baltic States, Northern Poland with U.S. Gas - Lithuanian 
PM," Russia & CIS Energy Newswire (01/12, 2017), 1, 
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&A
N=120679108&site=eds-live&scope=site (accessed February 18, 2017).   

https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&AN=120679108&site=eds-live&scope=site
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&AN=120679108&site=eds-live&scope=site
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are planning to integrate their natural gas markets by 2020.2  These moves, along with 

synchronizing their electrical grid with the rest of Europe, will weaken the region’s 

reliance on Russian energy and make the Baltics less vulnerable to Russian threats.  The 

United States should support such independent efforts against aggressive adversaries.   

Recommendation #3:  Help partner nations to increase their military capabilities, 

especially in foreign internal defense.   

In the Ukraine case study, the Russian Ministry of Defense used unconventional 

warfare (UW) forces to infiltrate Crimea and set the conditions for annexation.  The 

Ukrainian government, distracted by the events in Kiev, lacked the capacity to respond to 

the sudden arrival of “little green men.”  According to US doctrine, UW forces are most 

vulnerable during the infiltration phase of the operation.  A domestic security apparatus, 

with effective foreign internal defense (FID) training, can use their numerical superiority 

to neutralize a smaller, more specialized infiltration threat.   

 Geographic combatant commands, through their theater special operations 

commands (TSOCs), use JCETs (Joint Combined Exercise Training) to execute FID 

training in host countries.  It is important to maintain support for this essential training 

methodology.  Unfortunately, JCETs require 51% of foreign training is for US benefit, 

and 49% is for the host nation.  This 51/49 ratio is an antiquated requirement for JCETs, 

as special operators execute the training in the host nation’s language, on the host 

                                                 
2 Interfax, "Gas Companies in Baltic States Begin Creating Integrated Gas Market," Russia & CIS Energy 
Newswire (01/25, 2017), 1, 
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&A
N=120943730&site=eds-live&scope=site (accessed February 18, 2017).   

https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&AN=120943730&site=eds-live&scope=site
https://nduezproxy.idm.oclc.org/login?url=http://search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bwh&AN=120943730&site=eds-live&scope=site
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nation’s terrain, and with host nation’s military forces.  An authority adjustment is 

necessary for TSOCs to commit the bulk of the JCET’s energy and resources towards 

improving the capacity of the host nation.   

Recommendation #4:  Move 1206 and 1208 funding approval from the NDAA 

process to directly under 10 U.S.C. 167.   

Special operations forces (SOF) are best equipped to generate a persistent, long-

term presence in countries threatened by adversaries.  The United States Special 

Operations Command (USSOCOM) has nearly doubled in size since 2001, with now 

over 70,000 personnel under its command.  With the transfer of operational control 

(OPCON) of the TSOCs to USSOCOM, and an operating budget near $10 billion, the 

command is postured to conduct persistent special warfare missions around the world.   

 The gray zone problem is an ideal mission set for USSOCOM.  As part of 

USSOCOM’s Title 10 authorities, gray zone activities already fall under foreign internal 

defense, and can easily shift to unconventional warfare or special activities authorities.3  

The command’s assessment, selection, and training program already identifies and equips 

highly talented service members for the difficult gray zone mission set.  In general, all of 

the pieces are in place for USSOCOM to be an effective anti-gray zone force.   

Unfortunately, a yearly budget process restricts USSOCOM funding.  In the 2006 

National Defense Authorization Act, Congress approved Section 1206 for the specific 

                                                 
3 Unified combatant command for special operations forces, Public Law 114-38, U.S. Code 10 (2015), 
§167.   
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purpose of training foreign military forces for counterterrorism and stability operations.4  

Section 1208 authorizes funds to support foreign forces, irregular forces, groups, or 

individuals that support or facilitate ongoing US special operations.5  Both 1206 and 

1208 funds are subject to the annual budgetary appropriations process, which, as recent 

history demonstrates, has a fickle timeline.  This unpredictable funding stream is a 

significant obstacle when a gray zone adversary commits years of time, energy, and 

resources to accomplishing an objective.   

Shifting 1206 and 1208 funding to Major Funding Program 11 under 10 USC 167 

would alleviate the unpredictable nature of annual appropriations, and allow USSOCOM 

to conduct long-term planning against gray zone adversaries.   

B. Conclusion 

The gray zone, or the span of conflict below the level of war, is neither new nor 

temporary.  The United States and her allies will continue to face adversaries that will use 

all aspects of national power to establish and maintain an asymmetrical advantage.  

Addressing these complex problems with conventional military solutions will only lead 

to the loss of blood, treasure, and political prestige.  The United States requires new and 

innovative solutions to this seemingly intractable problem. 

This paper proposed using social movement theory’s tripartite approach of 

ideological framing, resource mobilization, and political opportunity to analyze gray zone 

                                                 
4 Rand Study, page 17. 
5 JP 3-07, Stability, page E-8. 
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adversaries.  The two case studies demonstrated that historical roots shape perceptions, 

economic and diplomatic ties entangle target areas, military strengths can freeze 

opponents, and that time-sensitive political opportunities can permanently change the 

environment.   

Successful counter-adversary operations require a significant resource 

commitment, intensive interagency coordination, and authorities that allow maximum 

freedom of movement at the lowest level.  USSOCOM, with its service-like authorities 

and funding, is an ideal match for this complex mission.  With the proper authorities and 

funding, other combatant commands or departments can address gray zone problems as 

well.   

The greatest requirements for confronting, restraining, and defeating a gray zone 

adversary are willpower and patience.  Adversaries depend on political impatience and 

exhaustion to succeed.  It is essential that the United States and her allies maintain a 

consistent focus and steady resolve in confronting an adversary.  This is the true path to 

victory in the gray zone.   
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